Dear Parents and Guardians,
The preschool staff hope your child enjoyed his or her first week of kindy for 2016. As their teacher I have enjoyed meeting you and your families.

Thanks to Max and his family for the lovely fruit donation.

Just a few reminders, please label your child’s belonging. Please pack a spare pair of clothes. Toys from home may get broken at preschool.

Kind Regards,

Lucy Cogan

**Group Times**

**Literacy Group Time**

Jolly Phonics
The Jolly Phonics letter of the fortnight is S. Children were supported to write the letter.

Name writing
Children were supported to correctly hold a pencil and write their own name.

Calendar
Children used adjective words to describe the weather

**Music and Health Group Time**

Music
Children played Stretchy Lycra. Children listen to the lyrics and follow the actions.

Health
Children learned about everyday foods and sometimes foods.
Story and Art Group Time

Who Sank the Boat by Pamela Allen
Children recognised the scenes in the book. They retold the story with story stones.

Spot goes on a Holiday by Eric Hill
The children recognised the main characters in the book. The children made the characters out of playdough and made mask resembling these characters.

Science or Numeracy Group Time

Science
Children made slime. The children hypothesised the appearance and texture of the slime.

Evan said, “it will feel like snow.”  Ambroze said, “it will be cold and pink.”

Mathematics
Children began to recognize and count the numbers 0 to 10.

Outside and Indoors Photos